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RUGGED RIDGE® ECLIPSE SUN SHADE

 Description Omix #  

 Eclipse Sun Shade, Black, Full, 2018 Wrangler JL 13579.71  

 Eclipse Sun Shade, Black, Front, 2018 Wrangler JL 13579.72  

 Eclipse Sun Shade, Black, Hard Top, 2018 Wrangler JL 13579.73 

Looking for a summer top that is easy to install and remove? The Rugged Ridge Eclipse Sunshade gives the open 
air and top down feeling you want, while providing added protection from harsh sunlight. Featuring reinforced mesh 
construction with integrated straps, the half sun shade (13579.72) installs between the front portion of the JL sports 
bar and windshield to protect front seat passengers while the full-length sun shade (13579.71) is secured between the 
windshield frame and the rear portion of the JL sports bar to protect both front and rear passengers simultaneously. An all-in-one 
package, this sunshade is simple to install and does not require any modifications. By retaining access to the Jeeps top clamps, 
drivers can keep the shade installed while maintaining full functionality of the factory top. The Eclipse Sun Shade can stay in place 
year round- making you fully prepared for that first sunny day.

13579.71

RUGGED RIDGE® TRAIL MIRRORS AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER

Description Omix #  

Trail Mirror, Round, 2018 Wrangler JL 11025.23 

 Trail Mirror, Rectangular, 2018 Wrangler JL 11025.24

 Trail Mirror, Round, Pair, 2018 Wrangler JL 11025.25 

Trail Mirror, Rectangular, Pair, 2018 Wrangler JL 11025.26

Leaving your Wrangler JL’s doors at home and enjoying the delight of open-air driving is an experience like no other. 
But leaving your doors behind leaves you without side-view mirrors and can put you in violation of the law in most 
states. Rugged Ridge Trail Mirrors provide a simple bolt-on mirror solution that is not only highly-functional, but 
looks great AND keeps you legal. Our JL Trail Mirrors feature a long adjustable mirror arm for greater visibility and 
an innovative new jam nut design for speedy installation and removal. Each mirror assembly is finished with a tough satin black 
powder coat finish and includes all the necessary hardware for installation. Choose from a traditional rectangular mirror head or 
a round mirror for a more retro appearance. Rugged Ridge Trail Mirrors fit the left OR the right side of the vehicle and are available 
in singles and pairs. Patent Pending.

11025.2311025.24

RUGGED RIDGE® SPARTAN™ REAR BUMPER

 Description Omix # 

Spartan Rear Bumper, Body Width, 07-18 Wrangler JK 11548.21

Rugged Ridge engineered the Spartan Series Bumpers for the Jeep enthusiast that wants the look of a classic off-road 
style bumper without the extra weight and heavy price tag. The Spartan Rear Bumpers one-piece design features a 
body-width profile and sturdy all-steel construction with welded ends making it a solid choice for any Jeep, from avid off-
roader to daily-driven mall cruiser and anything in between. The bumpers center section features a recess that provides 
additional clearance for larger wheel & tire combinations. Each Spartan Series Rear Bumper includes integrated shackle 
plates that anchor to the frame for solid vehicle recovery and all the necessary hardware for installation (D-shackles not 
included). The Rugged Ridge Spartan Rear Bumper is a direct bolt-on replacement for 2007-2018 Wrangler JK models 
and works with all factory equipment including factory tow hitch. Best of all, it’s backed by our industry-leading 5-year 
limited warranty, making it the best built, budget-minded rear bumper on the market today.

11025.26

11025.25
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RUGGED RIDGE® ELITE ALUMINUM FUEL CAP

 Description Omix # 

 Elite Aluminum Fuel Cap, Red, 01-18 Wrangler JK 11229.12 

 Elite Aluminum Fuel Cap, Green, 01-18 Wrangler JK 11229.13

Constructed of high-quality cast aluminum alloy, the Elite Fuel Caps give today’s Jeep owners a simple but extremely attractive way 
to update the look of their Jeep. Available in a wide variety of premium finishes to accent any tastes or paint scheme, these fuel caps 
feature a distinctive styling that the Elite line of accessories is best known for. With such cutting edge style and incomparable quality, 
standing out from the crowd has never been so easy. Available in your choice of Textured Black Powder Coat, Black with Brushed 
Accents, vibrant Red Powder Coat or Diesel Green Powder Coat.

11229.12

11229.13

RUGGED RIDGE® 4-INCH OVAL SIDE STEP

RUGGED RIDGE® 3-INCH ROUND SIDE STEP

Description Omix #
4-Inch Oval Side Step, Black, 2018 Wrangler JL 4-Door 11591.13

Description Omix # 

3-Inch Round Side Step, Black, 2018 Wrangler JL, 4-Door 11591.12

These 4-Inch oval side steps offer an even more muscular appearance that’s perfect for lifted Jeeps 
and oversized tires. Rugged Ridge steps feature .07-inch thick wall steel tube that is E-coated and 
treated to a beautiful textured black powder coat finish for superior rust-resistance. All Rugged Ridge 
Tube steps are designed specifically for your model Jeep giving a truly custom fit.  The included high-
strength installation brackets are constructed of durable powder coated steel for long life and years 
of flex-free use. Each Tube Step includes UV-treated step pad inserts at every door, providing traction 
in any weather and easing vehicle entry and exit. Rugged Ridge Round Side Steps carry an impressive 
300 lb. max weight limit. All installation hardware and easy-to-follow instructions are included.

These 3-Inch round tube steps provide a clean look while still maintaining a muscular appearance that’s 
not dwarfed by oversized tires. Rugged Ridge steps feature .07-inch thick wall steel tube that is E-coated 
and treated to a beautiful textured black powder coat finish for superior rust-resistance. All Rugged Ridge 
Tube steps are designed specifically for your model Jeep giving a truly custom fit.  The included high-
strength installation brackets are constructed of durable powder coated steel for long life and years of 
flex-free use. Each Tube Step includes UV-treated step pad inserts at every door, providing traction in any 
weather and easing vehicle entry and exit. Rugged Ridge Round Side Steps carry an impressive 300 lb. 
max weight limit. All installation hardware and easy-to-follow instructions are included.

RUGGED RIDGE® 3.5-INCH BULL BAR

Description Omix # 

3.5-Inch Bull Bar, Black, 2018 Wrangler JL 11564.03 

Now you can add valuable front end protection and a rugged appearance to your Wrangler JL without the cost of 
an off-road bumper. The Rugged Ridge Bull Bar features a massive 3.5-Inch diameter hoop constructed from high-
strength tubular steel. An integrated skid plate adds a stylish accent while also creating a barrier for hazards on and 
off-road.  Every Bull Bar is E-coated and finished with a satin black powder coat for rust-resistance and looks that 
last. Special frame brackets, hardware and instructions are included for a simple, no-drill installation.
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OMIX-ADA® OE REPLACEMENT PARTS  
 Description Omix # Replaces

Reproduction Steel Body Tub, 44-45 GPW Version F 12002.16  

Stubby Bumper End Cap, Front, 97-06 Jeep Wrangler TJ 12031.11 55078138AA 
Stubby Bumper End Cap, Rear, 97-06 Jeep Wrangler TJ 12031.12 55078139AA 
Hard Top to Body Seal, Left, 07-18 Jeep Wrangler JKU, 4-Door 12304.41 68005015AC 
Hard Top to Body Seal, Right, 07-18 Jeep Wrangler JKU, 4-Door 12304.42 68005014AC 
Hard Top to Body Seal, Left, 07-18 Jeep Wrangler JK, 2-Door 12304.43 68005017AB
 Hard Top to Body Seal, Right, 07-18 Jeep Wrangler JK, 2-Door 12304.44 68005016AB
 Fan Assembly, 15-18 Jeep Renegade, 2.4L 17102.62 68360299AA

12031.12

12304.42

17102.62

RUGGED RIDGE® RENEGADE GRILLE GUARD

 Description Omix # 

 Grille Guard, Black, 15-18 Renegade 11513.04

The Rugged Ridge Grille Guard for Jeep Renegade is designed for those ready to abandon the everyday and follow a new trail. Engineered specifically 
for 15-18 Renegades, this grille guard gives unsurpassed front end protection but never forsakes the little off-roader’s unique style. A refined design, 
sturdy construction and high-strength steel mounting brackets are accented by a durable satin black powder coated finish delivering an outstanding 
appearance and impressive resistance to rust and corrosion. All installation brackets, hardware and easy-to-follow instructions are included.

RUGGED RIDGE® 2.5-INCH BULL BAR, JEEP® RENEGADE

 Description Omix # 

 2.5-Inch Bull Bar, Black, 15-18 Renegade 11565.13

Now you can add valuable front end protection and a rugged appearance to your Renegade with one easy upgrade. The Rugged Ridge Bull Bar features 
a sturdy 2.5-Inch diameter hoop constructed from high-strength tubular steel framing an integrated skid plate that can handle whatever threats the 
roads may pose.  Every Bull Bar is E-coated and finished with a satin black powder coat for rust-resistance and looks that last. Special frame brackets, 
hardware and instructions are included for a simple, no-drill installation.

RUGGED RIDGE® ADJUSTABLE REAR TRACK BAR WITH RELOCATION BRACKET

 Description Omix # 

 Adjustable Rear Track Bar with Relocation Bracket, 07-17 Wrangler JK 18305.28

The Rugged Ridge Adjustable Rear Track Bar is designed to help re-center and restore proper tracking of the rear differential in 
07-18 Wrangler JK models that have had suspension lifts installed ranging from 2 to 5.5 inches. Constructed of high-strength 
1.25-Inch DOM steel tubing, each adjustable track bar utilizes the factory mounting locations and incorporates durable 
urethane bushings for superior deflection in off-road conditions. Features a semi-gloss black powder coated finish for years of 
reliable service. The Adjustable Rear Track Bar is paired with Rugged Ridge’s Track Bar Relocation Bracket making it the most 
complete track bar solution for any lifted Wrangler JK.




